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Football Guru Quiz
Published on 03/04/14
Vixarix company is launching Football Guru Quiz 1.0, which is available for the iPhone,
iPad and iPod Touch. The aim of the game is to answer the greatest number of topical
questions about football in a minimal amount of time. To reply on each question, the
player is offered four possible answers from which one chooses the correct one. In the
menu, one can choose a mode for the most challenging game. A database with questions is
systematically updated.
Glasgow, United Kingdom - Football Guru Quiz 1.0 was created with thoughts of a true
admirers of football. After all, if a person has certain knowledges,it is always
interesting to check whether they are complete and accurate. A quiz of Vixarix company, it
is focused on people for whom the most popular sport in the world is a passion or hobby.
Football Guru Quiz will help to assess the extent of football fanaticism, and makes it
easy and fun.
Features of the game is that questions are copyright (author's questions) and were
developed specifically for this project. To reply on each question, the player is offered
four possible answers from which one has to choose the correct one. Depending on game
modes (and this can be a standard game with 20 random questions, one minute game or game
without a mistake) - for response, a player is allotted a certain amount of time. Quiz
questions also have varying degrees of difficulty and relate to various aspects of
football. A database with questions is systematically updated.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 6.6 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Football Guru Quiz 1.0 is free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
in the Games category. For more information about the company and products, please visit
the web site.
VIXARIX:
http://vixarix.com/
Football Guru Quiz 1.0:
http://vixarix.com/football
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/football-guru-quiz/id762845337
Screenshot 1:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/38/2d/21/382d212e-8c5b-7dc9-264b-49b382b65b0f/sc
reen568x568.jpeg
Screenshot 2:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/d2/01/a8/d201a835-d5d2-6a8f-85af-9c6e48c880aa/scre
en568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://vixarix.com/img/_apps/fgq256@2x.png
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Vixarix is a developer company which makes apps for everyone. Our priority is the quality
and simplicity of our products. Our main aim is to anticipate the needs of our users in
order to release exactly the products they need. Thus, our task is to ease life for people
of different countries, outlooks, ages and ideologies.The activity of Vixarix company is
directed on developing software for a wide circle of consumers, for platform iOS, Mac OS X
and Android. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2013 Vixarix. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in
the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the
property of their respective owners.
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